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1. Where can we find the Grant Application, Grant Budget Template and presentation 

slides? 
These documents can be found under the PHC CalAIM Grant Program section on the external 
PHC CalAIM webpage. Click here: 
http://www.partnershiphp.org/Community/Pages/CalAIM.aspx 

 
2. Is the April 7th due date the final due date for applications? 

April 7, 2022 is the final due date for applications for the initial application period. There will be 
a subsequent application submission period in May/June 2022. Confirmed dates for the 
second round will be publicized on PHC’s CalAIM Grants Webpage once available. 

 
3. Will the CalAIM grant (PATH Funding) support transition to EPIC with more 

interoperability capabilities? 
PATH funding is a DHCS-led initiative; it is separate from the PHC CalAIM Grant Program. 
PATH funding cannot be applied through PHC’s grant program. Information on PATH can be 
found here: https://www.dhcs.ca.gov/enhancedcaremanagementandinlieuofservices. 

 
4. Can you clarify the grant term? Is it 1/1/22-12/31/22? 

DHCS has structured the CalAIM Inventive Payment Program (IPP) as a 3-year program. 
Currently, PHC’s Grant Program is focusing on applications for projects that align with DHCS 
Year 1 reporting requirements which, is calendar year 2022. PHC understands some providers 
may wish to apply this grant to multi-year investments, therefore, we are open to accepting 
proposals for multi-year projects. 

 
5. Is this one-time funding? 

Yes, this is one-time funding. 
 
6. Can we submit one budget with tabs for each priority area? 

Yes, one excel file with individual tabs for each priority area is acceptable, acknowledging that 
each priority area applied for has its own separate detailed budget. 

 
7. Are “for profit” and “nonprofit” entities eligible to apply for the grant? 

Yes, both entity types are eligible for grants. Entities must have an executed contract with PHC 
for ECM and/or Community Supports or have engaged with PHC and are activity in the 
process of becoming a contracted entity for ECM and/or Community Supports. 
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8. Is there a maximum amount that can be requested? 

At this time, PHC is not applying a cap on funding requests. PHC would like to better 
understand the needs of the providers and our community partners to best support this 
program. PHC will engage the entity applying for the grant in discussions regarding funding 
amounts based on the details of the specific request(s) as needed. The actual funding amount 
may differ from the amount requested by the entity. 

 
 
9. Regarding ECM friendly software, are there PHP recommendations? 

PHC has collaborated with Collective Medical to provide a data and information exchange 
platform. 

 
10. What is the maximum grant amount in aggregate and for each of the 5 potential budget 

areas? 
No, PHC is not setting a maximum allocation for each area at this time. 

 

11. Are we receiving any funds up front? If so, how much? 
PHC will agree to provide an initial payment of 50% with subsequent payments based on 
milestone deliverables, etc. Additional information can be found within the application template. 

 
12. If you apply for one section now can you apply for another section at the next 

application period? 
Yes, contracted entities can apply for grants each round PHC offers. 

 
13. Can funds be comingled with General Fund Dollars but tracked separately? 

Yes, PHC encourages the utilization of different funds/ programs to support the expansion of 
CalAIM capacity. However, grant funding cannot supplant existing funding or duplicate the 
opportunities provided through other funding programs. 

 
14. Is there a funding match requirement? 

No, there is not a funding match requirement at this time. 
 
15. Is there a deadline when the funds need to be spent? 

PHC will be prioritizing projects that will be completed within year 1 (2022), but is open to 
proposals that may span into subsequent years. 

http://www.partnershiphp.org/
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16. What is the total pot of funding available through this initiative? 

DHCS has not confirmed the final amount allocated to PHC for the IPP program. The complete 
amount of funds PHC receives is based upon meeting set milestones as established by DHCS. 
PHC is prioritizing grant applications that can help achieve these milestones. 

 
17. Can you give some examples of ECM/CS capacity building activities? 

Capacity Building activities may include things such as: 
o Hiring new staff (ex. Lead Care Managers) 
o Training existing organizational staff to be re-assigned to the ECM population or carry a 

partial caseload serving the ECM population. 
o Hiring dedicated administrative support for tracking/reporting needs, support ECM Lead 

Care Managers 
o Purchasing of electronics or necessary hardware needed for field based staff work 

 
18. Can you this grant for education training course for MAs and Clerks? 

Yes, we are open to investment in training opportunities for staff who will working on ECM 
and/or Community Supports and increase an organization’s capacity to serve more members. 

 
19. Will updates be provided or communicated during the scheduled roundtables or is this 

funding conversation separate? 
Roundtables are focused on operational issues related to ECM and Community Supports 
implementation however, PHC can add it to roundtable topics for discussion, as requested. 

 
20. Are grant funds appropriate for counties beginning ECM in July 2022? 

Yes, if an entity is contracted with PHC or has engaged with PHC and are activity in the 
process of becoming a contracted entity for ECM and/or Community Supports, they can apply 
for grant funds in this round. There will also be a second round of application submissions 
May/June 2022 with a focus on building capacity in Phase 2 counties. 

 
21. Is the Grant replacing the incentive measures? 

No, the ECM Quality Improvement Program is separate from this grant program. 
 
22. Can grant funding be used towards municipal cities or only counties? 

PHC is open to any entity that has an executed contract with PHC for ECM and/or Community 
Supports or have engaged with PHC and are activity in the process of becoming a contracted 
entity for ECM and/or Community Supports. 
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23. Does the provider assessment need to be completed prior to the application 
submission? 
No, the provider assessment does not need to be completed prior to submitting your 
application, but you need to be in the contracting process to be eligible for funding.  
 

24. Can you say more about how to apply for funding beyond 2022? Is that something you 
can apply for this application? 
At this time, PHC is only looking to fund through 2022. Further guidance from the state has not 
been released for 2023.  
 

25. If we are applying for training opportunities, do we need to have the exact dates the 
trainings will happen? 
We do not need the exact date but we do need to have a general idea of when the training will 
happen. Providing the month is sufficient. 
 

26. What is the different between client assessments and the readiness questionnaire? 
The readiness questionnaire is a document that partnership has our interested providers fill out 
to tell us more about their organization. The client assessment is an assessment tool used to 
start the care management and individualized care plan for the client.  
 

27. If we are applying to other funding programs for other counties, and we are incurring 
cost at that central location. How should we determine the funding amount we ask for? 
We encourage providers to seek additional sources of funding beyond the PHC CalAIM Grant 
program. We request that in your grant application you indicate if you have also applied for 
other funding from other entities. We want these projects to be sustainable for not just year 1, 
but long-term.  In terms of the incurring cost of a central location, be very prescriptive in your 
application and paint a picture of how these requested funds will be utilized. Make sure to detail 
capital costs for things that are going to be spread out amongst various locations.  
 

28. Will there be around 3 for grant funding for this year? 
At this time, PHC does not plan on a third round of funding for 2022. 
 

29. What is the maximum/minimum budget size we can apply for?  
At this time, there is no cap on the amount of funding you can request. PHC looks to 
understand the needs of the provider network and to build up your ECM and/or Community 
Supports programs.  
 

30. If we have been approved as a Community Supports vendor, do we need to also be 
approved as an ECM vendor before submitting our application if we would like to build 
ECM capacity?  
Currently, you would need to be contracted, or in the process of contracting, for the scope of 
services in which you are applying for the grant. 
 

31. Is equipment for staff to conduct assessments in the field considered in capacity 
building or infrastructure category? 
This should be in the ECM and/or Capacity Building priority area. 
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32. Considering that the 3rd payment will be given in 2023 based on the timeline of payment 
schedules can we request funding for spending going into 2023? 
We are not limiting our granting to 2022, but we are prioritizing grant applications that will be 
completed in year 1, as it will enable PHC to reach our milestone for this year. 
 

33. If the 3rd payment will not be given until the beginning of 2023, is there any possibility of 
changing the timing of the last payment? 
The payment schedule in the application is just a high level timeline, but it will be dependent 
upon the scope of the individual project(s). As a result, payment schedules will be more 
individualized and we will work with each of the grantees, specifically to define their payment 
schedules based on their milestones.  
 

34. What are the 5 priority areas? 
o Delivery system infrastructure is broken into 3 subsections:  

• Electronic data information sharing 
• Electronic health records/care documentation 
• Claim systems 

o ECM Capacity Building 
o Community Supports Capacity Building   
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